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SYSTEM ANB METHOD FOR DOWLOADiNG USER INTERFACE
COMPONENTS TO WIRELESS DEVICES

BACKGROUND

I Field

{0003.J The present disclosure generally relates t o s r interfaces for re l ss v ic s .

More particularly; the disclosure relates to downloading user interface components to

wireless devices.

II* Description of RelatedArt

{0002| Advances in technology have resulted in smaller and. more powerful wireless

devices.. For example, there currently exist a variety of wireless devices,, including

mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), laptops, and paging devices that are

small, lightweight, a«d easily carried by users. T ese devices . ay include the ability to

transmit voice and/or data over wireless networks. Further, many such wireless devices

provide significant computing capabilities and as such, are becoming tantamount to

small personal computers and hand-held PDAs,

[0003| Typically, these smaller and more powerful wireless devices are often resource

constrained. For example, the screen size, the amount of available memory and file

system space, and the amount of input and output capabilities may be limited by the

small sixe of the- device. Because of such severe resource constraints, it is can. be

desirable to maintain a limited si e and quantity of software applications and other

information residing o« ch wireless devices,

}0004| Some of these wireless devices utilize application programming interfaces

(AP Ϊs) that are sometimes referred to as runtime environments and software platforms.

The APIs can be installed onto a wireless device to simplify the operation and

programming of such wireless devices by providing generalized calls for device

resources. Further, some AP Ϊs can provide software developers the ability to create

software applications that are executable on such wireless device ϊn addition, APIs

can provide an interface between a wireless device system hardware and the software

applications. As such, the wireless device functionality can be made available to the

software applications by allowing the software to make a generic call for a function thus

not. requiring the developer to tailor its source code to the individual hardware or dex'ice



on which the software is executing Fι?rther, some APIs can provide mechanisms for

secure communications between wireless devices, such as client devices and server

systems, using secure cryptographic key information,

\W S Examples of such APIs, some of which are discussed m more detail below,

include those currently publicly available versions of the Binary Runtime Environment

for Wireless® (BREW®) platform, developed by Quaicomm, Inc. of San Diego,

California. The BREW® platform can provide one or more interfaces to particular

hardware and software features found on. wireless devices.

jϋ δ Further, the BREW® platform can be used n an end-to-end software

distribution system to provide a variety of benefits for wireless service operators,

software developers and wireless device manufacturers and consumers. One such

currently available end-tø-end software distribution system, c lled h BREW solution

developed by QUALCOMM Incorporated, includes logic distributed over a server-

client architecture, wherein the server can perform billing, security, and application

distribution functionality and wherein t e client can perform application execution,

security and user interface functionality.

}ΘOβ7| Some of the software applications that are dexeloped to operate on the BREW©

platform and that can be downloaded to wireless devices can. include user interface

components. After being downloaded to a wireless device, a user interface component

can be executed to update or replace a previously existing user interlace component,

e g . a background or a sk n . Sometimes the user inter face component can include one

or more program bugs and executing the user interface component at the wireless device

may re d the wireless device inoperable.

{O0ΘS 1 Accordingly it would be advantageous to provide an improved system and

method of downloading user interface components to wireless devices.

StTMiVJARY

[0009] A method of processing a user interface component is provided and includes

receiving one or more user interface components that can be communicated to a

wireless device. A component risk level for each of the one or more user interface

components is determined and assigned to each of the one or more user interface

components-



00 ϊ 0| In a particular embodiment, each of the one or more user interface components

is digitally signed using an embedded risk code that indicates the assigned risk level.

Further, the component risk level can b e selected from a plurality of component risk

levels. In a particular embodiment, the component risk ievel cati be determined based

n the type of the user interface component Further, the component risk level can be

determined based on a developer of the user interface component. For example, a lower

risk level can be assigned to each user interface component that is developed by an

approved developer. O«. h other nd a higher risk level can be assigned to each u r

interface component that is developed by an unapproved developer.

{001 1] In a particular embodiment, the method further Lnciudes down.load.ing the one or

more user interface components to a -wireless device. Moreover, the multiple user

interface components can be bundled together in order ϊo generate a user interface

bundle and a bundle risk level for the user interface bundle can be determined.

Particularly, the bundle risk level can be determined based on each component risk level

of the user interface components within the ser interface bundle. Also, the user

interface bundle can be digitally signed. The user interta.ee bundle can also be

downloaded to the wireless device. In a particular embodiment, the method includes

charging a fee to download the user interface bundle to the wireless device.

Particularly, the user interface bundle can be downloaded to the wireless device via an

over the air interface although cabled downloads are also possible.

00 12 n another embodiment, a method of obtaining user interface components at a

wireless dev ice is provided. The method includes accessing a download server and

receiving a user interface bundle fro the download server. Particularly, the

interface bundle can include a bundle risk ievel that is associated with loading the user

interface bundle onto the wireless device.

100131 In yet another embodiment, a wireless device s provided and includes a

processor and a memory that is accessible by the processor. A user interface is stored

within the memory and Ls executable by the processor. The memory further includes

s r interface tmndle embedded therein. Further, the user interface bundle includes

bundle risk level.

00 4| In still another embodiment, a system for downloading user interface

components i provided and includes a security server and a stored application database



that is accessible to an application download server and the security server. A user

interface buadle can be stored within the stored application database. Also, the user

Interface un l comprises a plurality of user interface components and a bundle risk

level that is associated with n assigned risk that is further associated it downloading

the user interface bundle to a wireless device.

OO Sj n yet still another embodiment, a computer program s provided and is

embedded within a computer readable medium. The computer program includes

instructions to receive one or more user interface components. Moreover, the- computer

program includes instructions to determine a component risk level for each of the one or

more received user interface components. The component risk leve indicates a risk that

is associated with executing a user interface component at a wireless device. The

computer program also mciudes instructions to assign each of the one or more user

interface components a determined component risk level

|XK)ϊ 6| In still yet another embodiment, a computer program is provided and is

embedded within a computer readable medium. Particularly, the computer program

includes instructions to receive a user interface bundle. The user interface bundle

includes a data item that indicates the security risk of unbundling the user interface

bundle at wireless device.

0O 7J In another embodiment, a user interface for a . wireless device is provided and

includes a menu of risk level thresholds, A first risk level threshold can be selected

from the m&xm and file bundles that have a risk level below the first risk level threshold

can be received at the wireless device.

øø J In yet another embodiment, a user interface for a computer is provided d

includes a menu of risk level thresholds. A first risk level threshold can be selected

from the menu. The first risk level can be assigned to a file before the file is

downloaded to a wireless device and executed at the wireless device,

[00I9J Other aspects, advantages, and features of the present disclosure will become

apparent after review of the entire application, including the following sections: Brief

Description of the Drawings. Detailed Description and the Claims,



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Θ020J The aspects and the attendant advantages of the embodiments described herein

will become more readily apparent by reference to the following detailed description

when taken in conjunction with the acco.rapany.ing drawings wherein:

[00211 FIG. 1 is a general diagram of a particular embodiment of a system providing

communications between a wireless device and a server;

{0O22J FIG. 2 is a general diagram that illustrates further details of the particular

embodiment of the system of FIG. 1;

| ϋ23j FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a method of providing user interface

components to a wireless device;

Θø24| FiG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of receiving user Interface

components at a wireless device;

[00251 FIG. 5 is diagram of a wireless device showing a first user Interface;

jt)ti2 j FIG. 6 is diagram of the wireless device showing second user interface;

(0027J FIG. ? is a diagram of the wireless device showing a third user interface;

|002S| FIG. 8 is a diagram of a computer showing a first user interface;

J0029} FlG, 9 is a diagram of the computer showing a second user interface; and

j 30 FIG. 10 is a diagram f the computer showing third user interface.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

}øO31.| The word "exemplary" is used herein to mean "serving as an. example, instance,

or illustration/' Any embodiment described herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to

be construed as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments. Further, many

embodiments are described in terms of sequences of actions to be performed by, far

e ampl elements of a wireless device It will be recognized that various actions

described herein could be performed by specific circuits, e.g., application specific

integrated circuits (AS-Cs), by program inst αictions being executed by one or more

processors, or by a combination of both.

(0032| Further, the embodiments escribed herein can additionally be considered to be

embodied entirely within n form of computer readable storage medium having stored

therein a corresponding set of computer instructions that upon execution would cause an

associated processor to perform the functionality described herein. Thus, various



aspects of the disclosure may be embodied in a number of different forms, all of which

have been contemplated to be within the scope of t e claimed subject matter. n

addition, for each of the embodiments described herein, the corresponding form of any

such embodiments may be described herein as, for example, "logic configured to"

perform a certain action or "code operable id" perform the described action. The

following detailed description describes .methods, systems, software and apparatus used

in connection with one or wireless devices.

f0033| In one or more embodiments, a wireless device may t ize a runtime

environment such as a version of the Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless®

(BREW®) platform developed by Q G5ALCOM]VI- Inc., of San Diego, California. Ia at

least one embodiment in the following description, the system used to provide

communications between wireless devices and servers is i plemen d on a wireless

device executing a runtime environment, such as the curmit version of the BRBW€>

platform. However, one or more embodiments of the system used to provide

communications between wireless devices and servers are suitable for use with other

types of runtime environments that, for example, operate to control the execution of

applications on wifeless devices.

JΘ034J FIG. 1. illustrates a block diagram of aa exemplary, non-limiting embodiment of

a system 100, that ay perform loading, r oa ing and deletion of software application

components on a wireless device, such wireless telephone 102. The wireless

telephone 102 communicates across a wireless network 104 with at least one application

download server 106. Further, the application download server 106 can selectively

transmit one or more software applications and components to one or more wireless

devices across a wireless communication portal or other node that has data access to the

wireless network 104,

}00351 As illustrated in FIG. 1, the wireless device can be a wireless telephone iO2 a

personal digital assistant 108, a pager 110, or a separate computer platform 112 that has

a wireless communication. portaL In a particular embodiment, the pager 110 can be a

two-way text pager. Further, in an alternative embodiment, the wireless device can

have a wired connection 11.4 to a network or the Internet. The exemplary, non-limiting

system can include any form of a r o module including a wireless communication

portal, including without limitation, wireless modems, PCMCIA cards, personal



computers, acc s terminals, telephones with or without a display or keypad or any

combination or sub-combination thereof.

(0036| As depicted in FIG, 1, the application download server 106 is coupled to a

network 1iό ith other computer elements in communication with the wireless network

104 The system 100 includes sccuiity server 120 and a stand-alone se er 122, and

each seivei can pie-vide separate services and processes to the wireless devices (02,

108, 110, 112 across the wireless network 104 Further, as indicated in FlG. I, the

system. 100 also includes at least one stored application database I JS that stores

software applications that can be downloaded to the wireless devices 102, 108, 110,

112 Different embodiments aie contemplated that locate logic to peiform secure

communications at artv one or more of the application download server 106, the security

server 120 and the stand-alone server 122.

}0037| 1» a particular embodiment, one or more user interface components 124 can be

developed on a computer, e.g . the computer 112. and uploaded to the network 116 via

the xvireless network 104 or red connection 114, Further, the user interface

component 124 can b assigned a security risk level and signed with a digital signature

th t includes an embedded code that represents the risk level tor the user interface

component 124 In a particular embodiment the risk level represents a risk of operating

system damage associated with executing the user interface component 24 at a wireless

device to which the user interface component 124 is downloaded. Thereafter, multiple

digitally signed user interface components 124 can be bundled together to produce

user interface bundle 126 that can be stored within the stored applications database I IS

The user interface bundle 126 can also be assigned a security risk level and signed with

a digital signature that includes the risk level for the user interface bundle 126.

Particularly, the risk level for the user interface bundle 126 represents a risk of system

damage associated with unbundling the user interface bundle 6 at a wireless device to

which the user interface bundle 126 is downloaded.

{003S| ϊn an illustrative embodiment, the user interface component 124 can be a

graphical user interface component such as graphical icon, virtual button, a skin, a

background, a font package, or a graphical menu that is linked to a physical u t

interface component, such as a keypad button, a keyboard button, or a mouse The r

interface component 124 can also be a collection of graphical u r interface



components, e g „an entire graphical user interface. The user interface component 124

can also be &graphical user interface component such as a touch screen component that

can be selected by touching the display screen of the wireless device with a finger or

stylus. Also, the user interface component 124 can be an entire touch screen user

interface Further, m another illustrative embodiment, the user interface component 124

can be a voice user interface component, such as a voice command linked to particular

function, such as dialing a telephone number Moreover, the xiser interface component

124 can be an entire voice er interface having multiple voice cotrπtiands atvd

corresponding actions In a particular embodiment, the user interface component 124

can upgrade an e istin user interface component 124 at a wireless device replace a

previously loaded user interface component 124, or the user interface component 4

can be a new installation of user inteiiace component 124 for the wireless device,

in a particular embodiment, the risk levels for the user interface components 124

can b e determined based on. the type of user interface component 124, the type of

wireless device to hic the user interface component 124 i downloaded, and the

e tent of the changes to the user interface caused by executing the user interface

component 124 at the wireless de\ice. For example, simple font packages can foe

a igned a low risk, hi e a user interface component 124, such as a background or k m

can. be assigned a medium iisk Fuiiher, a more pen-asive user interface component 124

such as an entirely new ser interface that changes the functionality of the wireless

device m addition to the appearance of the -wireless device can be assigned a high risk.

Additionally, the risk lev,els tor the user interface components 24 can he

detein ύ aed based oa whether the developer i an approved or trusted developer, i.e., a

developer that has proven track record of producing u r interface components 124

that work as intended, execute without problems, and do not prevent the wireless device

from operating properly. Further, a developer that is trusted is deemed to be privileged

to develop user interface components that can be downloaded to wireless devices ϊn a

particular embodiment, a developer can gain approval by paying a fee. Also, in a

particular embodiment, the risk levels can be assigned bv a particular wireless device

manufacturer, an industry group, or some other gioup.

In a particular embodiment, the risk may be automatically assigned for a

developer without the dcvelopei's input or consent Also, the risk can. be assigned



based on how long a particular developer has been involved in a particular project. For

example, developers that joined the development earlier n the development path may

be assigned less risk than new or upcoming developers. Further, the risk can be

assigned based on when a component is developed or when a component is to be

delivered. Additionally, as a particular user interlace component or bundle Ls developed

the risk level may change depending on the various developers that have "handled" the

particular user interface component or bundle. Risk levels for subsequent handlers may

be a to a c lly determined.

|0042| Accordingly, particular user interface component 124 can have one of the

following exemplary, non-limiting risk levels: low and trusted, low and unapproved,

medium and trusted, m diu and unapproved, high and approved, and high nά

unapproved. In a particular embodiment, the risk level for a user interface bundle 126 is

determined based on combination of the risk levels of the individual user interface

components in the bundle. The digital signatures ensure that the risk levels are able to

be controlled and enforced. Further, the digital signatures prevent tampering of the user

interface components once they are assigned a risk level aad digitally signed.

100431 In. FIG. 2, a block diagram is shown that more fully illustrates the system 100,

including the components of the wireless network 104 and interrelation of the elements

of the system 100, The system 100 is merely exemplary artd can include any system

whereby remote modules, such as the wireless devices 102. 10$, U O 11.2 communicate

over-the-air between a«d among each other and/or between and among components

connected via a wireless network 104, including, without limitation, wireless network

carriers and/or servers. The application download server 106 a d the stored application

database 118, along with any other servers, such as server 120, are compatible with

wireless communication services and can communicate with a carrier network 200

through a data ItUk such as the Intern et a secure LAN, WAN or other network. In n

illustrative embodiment, the server 120 contains a server security module 128 that

further contains iogic configured to provide for secure communications over the carrier

network 200. ϊ n a particular embodiment, the server security module 12S can operate in

conjunction with a client security module located on a wireless device, such as wireless

devices 102, 10S5 110 112, to provide secure communications. Additionally, the server

security module 128 can assign risk levels to user interface components 1.24 sent to the



security server 120. Also, the server security module 128 can assign risk levels to the

user interface bundles 126.

{0044| The carrier network 200 controls message* (sent data packets) sent to a

mobile switching center ("MSC ) 202. The carrier network 200 communicates with the

SC 202 by a network, such as the Internet and/or POTS ("'plain ordinary telephone

system"). Typically, the network connection between the carrier network 200 and the

MSC 202 transfers data, and th POTS transfers voice information. The MSC 202 is

connected to multiple base transceiver stations ('"BTS") 204. The MSC 202 can be

connected to the BTS 204 by both a data network and/or Internet for data transfer and

POTS for voice information. The BTS 204 ultimately broadcasts messages wirelessiy

to the wireless devices, such as to wireless telephone 102 by the short messaging

service CSMS "' ) or other over-tlie-air methods known in the art.

}0045J The wireless device 102 has a computer platform 206 that c n receive and

execute software applications transmitted from the application download server 106. n

an illustrative embodiment, the computer platform 206 may be implemented a an

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC 20S), processor, microprocessor, logic

circuit, or other data processing device. The AS C 208 can be installed at the time of

manufacture of the wireless device. Further, the ASIC 2OS or other processor can

execute an application programming interface (AP Ϊ) 210 layer thai interfaces with

resident programs in the memory 212 of the wireless device. In a particular

embodiment, the APE 210 layer Includes set of APIs provided by the Binary Runtime

Environment for Wireless® (BREW®) platform. The memory 2 12 can be comprised of

read-only or random-access memory (ROM or RAM). EEPROM, fl ash memory, or any

other memory suitable for computer platforms.

(Θ046J The APi 210 also includes a client security module 214 containing logic

configured to provide for secure communications over the carrier network 200, In a

particular embodiment, the client security module 214 can operate in conjunction with

the server security module 128 to provide secure communications. Additionally, the

client security module 214 can detect and decode the digital signatures of user interface

components 124 and user interface bundles 126 downloaded to the wireless device and

can determine the assigned risk levels of a user interface bundle 126 and each of the

user interface components 124.



1!

[004?! Also, the client security module 214 can compare the risk level for each user

interface bundle 126 and the ri sk level for each user interface component 124 to a

predetermined threshold level, e.g., threshold level for specific user interface

components 124 or a global threshold level for a user interface bundle 12 in order to

determine whether t e risk l v is below a preset threshold. If the risk level for the user

interface bundle 126 is below the bundle threshold level, the user interface bundle 126

is unbundled to produce multiple user interface components 124. Further, if the risk

level for a user interface component 1.24 is below the component threshold level, each

user interface component 124 can be executed at the wireless device. On the other

hand, if fee risk level for a user interface component 124 is above the component

threshold level the xiser iaterface component 124 can e deleted, or otherwise removed,

fro the wireless device.

J0G4 As illustrated in FIG. 2 the computer platform 206 can further include a local

database 216 that can hold applications not actively used m memory 2.1.2, In an

illustrative embodiment, the local database 216 is stored within a flash memory cell, but

it c n be stored within any secondary storage device as known in the art, such a s

.magnetic media, EBPROM, optical media, tape, or floppy or hard disk. A wireless

vic for example, the wireless telephone 102 c n download one or more software

applications, such as games, news, stock monitors, and the like, from the application

download server 106. Further, the wireless device can store the downloaded

applications in the local database 216, when not in use, and can load stored resident

applications from the local database 216 to memory 212 for execution by the API 210

w hen desired by the user. Further communications over the wireless network 104 may

be performed in a secure manner, at least in. part, due to the interaction and operation of

the client security module 214 and the server security module 128.

004 1 Referring to FlG. 3 a method of providing user interface components to a

wireless device is shown and commences at block 300 wherein a security server

receives a user interface component, e.g., from a software developer At block 302, a

server security module within security server determines a component risk level for

the user interface component. Thereafter, i biock 304, the server security module

assigns the determined component risk level to the user interface component. Moving

to block 306, the server security module digitally signs the user interface component. I



a particular embodiment, the digital signature can prevent tampering of the risk level

and the user interface component.

jOOSOI Continuing to block 308, the server security module combines plural user

.interface components together to create a user interface bundle. At block 3 10, the

server security module determines a b ndle risk level for the user interface bundle.

Then, at block 3 Ϊ 25 the server security module assigns the determined bundle risk level

to the user interface bundle. At block 314, the server security module digitally signs the

user interface bundle, in. an illustrative embodiment, using aa embedded risk code that

indicates the assigned risk level generated and stored with a data packet associated with

the user interface bundle to b e deployed to a wireless device.

}0051| Proceeding to block 316, the security server stores the digitally signed m x

interface bundle in the stored applications database. Next, at block 318, the application

download server presents user interface bundle information to a user via the wireless

device. In a particular embodiment, the application download server presents a menu of

digitally signed user interface bundles and information related to each digitally signed

user interface bundle. In a particular embodiment, the information includes the bundle

risk level for the user interface bundle, the co.rapo.nent risk level for each user interface

component that i s included in the user interface bundle, and the type of each user

interface component that is included in the user interface bundle.

{0052J Still referring to FiG. 3 . at block 320, the application download server receives a

request for a user interface bundle frora a wireless device. In a particular embodiment,

the request from the reles device is received at the application download server via

an over the air interface. At block 322, the application download server indicates the

cost of the user interface bundle to the wireless device. At block 324, the application

download server receives a purchase request from the wireless device. Moving to

decision step 326, the application download server 106 determines whether payment

information is received from the wireless device. If not, the method ends at state 328,

On the other hand, if payment information is received from the wireless e ice the

method proceeds to decision step 330 arid the application download server determines

whether the payment from the wireless device is approved. If the payment is not-

approved, the method continues to block 332 and the application download server



indicates to the wireless device that the payment is not approved. The thod then

returns to decision step 326 and continues as describee! herein,

}0053| At decision step 330, if the application download server approves the user

payment, the logic proceeds to block 334 and the application download server indicates

to the wireless device that the payment from the wireless device is approved. JNext,. at.

block 336, the application download server downloads the user interface bundle to the

wireless device. In a particular embodiment, the user interface bundle is downloaded to

the wireless device via an over the air interface. The .method of downloading the user

interface bundle with an assigned risk level from an application download server ends at

state 328.

J0054J Referring now to FIG. 4 a method of receiving user interface components

having assigned risk levels a wireless device Is shown and commences at block 400.

At block 400, a wireless device accesses the application download server. I

particular embodiment, the wireless device can communicate with the application

download server -via n over the air interface. Next, at block 402, a user of the wireless

device can view a menu of user interface bundles that are available at the application

download server. At block 404, using the wireless device, the user can select a user

interface bundle to be downloaded by the application download server. At block. 406,

the wireless device receives price information related to the user interface bundle.

{00551 Moving to block 408. the wireless device can transmit payment information to

the application download server. Thereafter, si decision step 4 0 the application

download server indicates to the wireless device whether the payment is accepted. If

the payment is not accepted, th method continues to decision step 412 and queries the

user via the wireless device as to whether the user would like to retry payment. If so,

the method returns to block 408 and new payment information is transmitted to the

application download server. The method then continues as described herein.

ϋøS6| At decision step 412, if the user does not want to retry payment, the method ends

at state 414. Returning to decision step 4IG, if payment is accepted, the wireless device

receives the user interface bundle at block 416. Moving to block 4 1 , a digital signature

associated with the e interface bundle is detected and decoded. At block 420, a

bundle risk level is determined, such as by reading the embedded risk level code

assigned by the security server. Continuing to decision step 422. the wireless device



compares the bundle risk level to bundle risk level threshold in order to determine

whether the bundle risk level s acceptable, i,e., less than the bundle thr shold ϊ f the

bundle risk level is not l than the bundle threshold, the risk level is too high so the

bundle is rejected and the method ends at state 414.

|00S7| Conversely, if the bundle risk level is less than the bundle threshold, the method

moves to block 424 and the user interface bundle ϊ s accepted and unbundled to produce

multiple user interface components. At block 426, the wireless device detects the

election of one or more user interface co.mpoae.nts to b applied to the wireless device.

In another embodiment, the wireless device can automatically determine which user

interface components to he applied to the wireless device. Ne t at block 428, a digital

signature associated with the user interface component is detected and decoded. At

block 430, a component risk level is determined for the user interface component

Proceeding to decision step 432, the wireless device compares the component risk level

to a component risk level threshold in order to determine whether the component risk

level i acceptable, i.e.. less than the component threshold. In a particular embodiment,

the risk level thresholds can be set by wireless device manufacturer. Also, the risk

level thresholds can be set by a user of the wireless device.

j θti If the component ri s level is less than the component risk l ve threshold , the

component is accepted and the method moves to block 434 where the user interface

component is applied to the wireless device. In a particular embodiment, the user

interlace component may be an upgrade to an existing user inte ace. Ia another

embodiment, the user interface component is a new component that is applied to the

wireless device. The logic then moves to decision step 436,

{0059| Returning to decision step 432, if the component risk level is not less than the

component threshold, the method moves to decision step 436. At decision step 436, the

wireless device determines whether there is another user interface component selected

for application to the wireless device. If so, the method returns to block. 428 and

continues as described above ϊ f no other user interface components are available, the

method ends at state 414. In a particular embodiment, the decision to unbundle a user

interface bundl and the decision to apply a user interface component to the wireless

device can be made by logic within the wireless device without the user's input or

knowledge. Otherwise, the user can select set a threshold for each decision. Also, the



decision to unbundle and the decision to apply can be based on the catise of t

download, e.g., was the download automatic or requested by a user.

(0060| FIG. 5 shows wireless device, generally designated 500, As depicted FIG.

5, the wireless device includes a display 502 and a keypad 504. FIG. 5 indicates that a

download/execution threshold menu 506 can be presented to a user via e display 502.

A . user can scroll through the download/execution threshold menu 506 using the keypad

504 and then, using the keypad 504 or a soft button 50S select a particular threshold. ϊτi

a . particular eit.ibodi.ment, the threshold can apply to downloading user interface bundles

to the wireless device 500 and to executing user interface components at the wireless

device 500. Alternatively, a se can select a first threshold for downloading user

interface bundles to the wireless device 500 and a second threshold for executing user

interface components at the wireless device 500

[00611 FIG. 6 shows that a nu of user interface bundles 600 can be displayed at the

wireless device 500 A user can scroll through the menu of user interface bundles 600

using the keypad 504 and then, using the keypad 504 or a first soft button 602, the user

can select a particular user interface bundle to unbundle at the wireless device 500.

Also, t e user can select a particular user interface bundle from the menu 600 and toggle

second soft button 604 to cause the particular user interface bundle to be downloaded to

the wireless device 500. Also, as indicated in F IG 7, a menu of user interface

components 700 m be displayed at the wireless device 500. A user scroll through

the menu of user interface components 700 using the keypad 504 and iherx, using the

keypad 504 or a first soft button 702 select a particular user interface component to

execute t the wireless device 500 The user can also download a particular user

interface component presented at via the menu 700 by toggling a second soft button

704.

}ϋø62j FIG. S shows a computer, general] y designated 800. As depicted in FIG. the

computer includes a display 802, a keyboard 804 and a mouse 806. FIG. 8 indicates

that a user interface component menu 80S can be presented to a user via ttie display 802.

A user can sel ct one or more user interface components from the menu 808 by clicking

on a first sod button SlO with the mouse 806. Further, the user can assign a risk level to

a selected user interface component by clicking on a second soft button 8 12 to bring up

a risk level menu. The user can also upload a selected user interface component to an



application download server by toggling cm third soft button 814. Additionally, the

user can bundle multiple selected user interface components by clicking OR a fourth soft

button S 16.

90 31 - s a risk level menu 900 that can be presented at the computer. A

user can select a risk level by clicking on select button 902 w t the mouse. Referring

to FIG. 10, a user interface bundle menu 1000 can be presented to a user via the display

802. A user can select assign risk level to a particular user interface bundle by

selecting the particular user interface bundle from the menu 1.000 and then, clicking on

a first soft button 1002 with a mouse 804. When the first soft button 1002 is toggled,

the risk level menu 900 is, again, presented to the user a the computer 800. The user

can. also upload a selected user interface bundle to n application download server by

clicking, or otherwise toggling, a second soft button 1004 presented to the user at the

computer 800.

[0064J With the configuration of structure described above, the system and method of

downloading user interface components to wireless devices provides a method for

wireless device to determine a risk level associated with executing one or more user

interface components prior to execution. Accordingly, user interface components that

appear to present a greater security risk can be rejected by the wireless device.

|006Sj Those of skill would further appreciate that the various illustrative logical

blocks, configurations, modules, circuits, and algorithm steps described in connection

with the embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic hardware,

computer software, or combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability

of hardware and software, vari ous illustrative components, blocks, configurations,

modules, circuits., and steps have been described above generally m terras of their

functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented s hardware or software

depends upon the particular application. and design constraints imposed on the overall

system. Skilled artisans may implement the described functionality in varying ways for

each particular application, but such implementation decisions should not be interpreted

as causing a departure from the scope of the present disclosure.

\ ύ66\ The steps of a method or algorithm described in connection with the

embodiments disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software

module executed by a processor, or in a combination of the two. A software od le



may reside in RAM memory,, flash memory, ROM memory, FROM memory, EPRO

memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any

other form of storage um known in the art. An exemplary storage medium is

coupled to the processor such that the processor can read information from, and write

information to, the storage medium.. .In the alternative,, the storage medium may be

integral to the processor. The processor and the storage medium may reside in an

ASIC. The ASIC may r si in a wireless device or a user terminal ϊn the alternative,

the processor and the storage medium .may reside discrete components in a wireless

device or user terminal .

The previous description of (lie disclosed embodiments provided to enable any

person skilled in the art to make or use the present disclosure. Various modifications to

these embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic-

principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments without departing from

the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is not intended to be

limited to the embodiments ho n herein but is to be accorded the widest scope

consistent wit h the principles and novel features as defined by the following claims.
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CLAIMS

WHAT S CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of processing a user interface component, the method

comprising:

receiving one or more user interface components to be communicated to

a wireless device;

determining a component risk level for ach of the erne or more user

interface eo.mpon.eats; and

assigning a determined component. risk level to each of the one or more

user interface components.

2. The method of claim 3, further comprising digitally signing each of the

one or more user interface components using an embedded risk code that

indicates the assigned risk level.

3. The method of claim 1. wherein the component risk level is selected

from a plurality of component risk levels.

4. The method of claim L, wherein the component risk level is determined

at least partially based on the type of the user interface component.

5. The method of claim j , wherein the component risk level determined

at least partially based on a developer of the user interface component,

6 . The method of claim 5 wherein a lower risk level is assigned to each

user interface co ponent that is developed by an approved developer.

7. Th method of claim 5, wherein a higher risk level is assigned to eac

user interface component that is developed by an unapproved developer.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising downloading the one or more

user interface components to a wireless device.



9. The method of claim 1, further comprising bundling multiple user

interface components to generated a user interface bundle,

.10 The method of claim 9, further comprising determining a bundle risk

level for the user interface bundle.

11. Th method of claim JO wherein the bundle risk level is t r ine at

least partially based on each component risk level of user interface components

within the user interface bundle.

12. The method of claim 11 further comprising digitally signing the user

interface bundle.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising downloading the user

interface bundle to the wireless device.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising charging a fee to download

the user interface bundle to the wireless device.

15. Th method of claim 14, wherein the user interface bundle is

downloaded to the wireless device via art over the air interface.

16 . A method of obtaining user interface components at a wireless device,

comprising:

accessing a download server; and

receiving a user interface bundle from the download server, the user

interface bundle including a bundle risk level associated with loading the user

interface bundle onto the wireless device.



17. The method of claim 16. further comprising selecting the user interface

bundle from a menu of available user interface bundles prior to receiving the

user interface bundle.

1 . The method of claim 17. further comprising detecting n decoding the

bundle digital signature of the user interface bundle received from the download

server.

19. The method of claim J8, further comprising determining the bundle risk

level after decoding a bundle digital signature of the user interface bundle.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising comparing the bundle risk

level to a bundle threshold.

2 1. The method of claim 20 further comprising unbundling the user

interface bundle to produce a plurality of user interface components after

comparing the bundle risk level to the bundle threshold.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein each of the plurality of user interface

components i selected from the group consisting of a graphical user interface

component, voice user interface component, and a touch screen user interface

component.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein each of the plurality of user interface

components has a component digital signature nά a component risk level

associated with loading the user interface component onto the wireless device.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising detecting the component

digital signature of at least one of the user interface component

25. The method of claim 24, further comprising comparing the component

risk level to a component risk level threshold..
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26. The method of claim 25, further comprising selectively applying or*e or

more f the plurality of user interface components to the wireless device at least

partially based on a result of comparing the component risk level to the

component threshold.

27, A wireless devi ce comprising:

a processor;

a memory accessible by the processor;

a user interface stored within trie memory send executable by the

processor;

and

a user interface bundle embedded within the memory, the u r interface

bundle having a bundle risk level.

2S. The wireless device of claim 27, further comprising a display coupled to

the processor, wherein a menu of user interface component bundles is presented

to a user via t e display before a selected user interface bundle is downloaded to

the wireless device and stored within the memory.

29. The wireless device of claim 28, wherein the user interface bundle

comprises a plurality of user interface components.

30. T ir le device of claim 29, wherein each user interface component

includes a component risk level associated with execution of the user interface

component by the processor.

31. A system for downloading user interface components, comprising:

a security server;

a stored application database accessible to an application download

server; and



at least on user interface bundle stored within the stored application

database wherein the user interface bundle comprises- a plurality of user

interface components and a bundle risk level associated with an assigned risk

associated with downloading the user .interface bundle to a wireless device.

32. The system of claim 3 1, wherein each of the plurality of user interface

components includes an assigned component risk level associated with

executing the user interface component at the wireless device.

33. The system of claim 32, further comprising a security server coupled to

the stored application database and a server security module embedded within

the security server, the server module including a first computer program, the

first computer program including instructions to receive at least one of the

plurality of user interface components.

34. The system of claim 33, further comprising an application download

server and second computer program within the application download server the

computer program comprising instructions to communicate one or more digitally

signed user interface components to a wireless device.

35. A computer program embedded within a computer readable medium, the

computer program comprising:

instructions to receive one or more user interface components:

instructions to determine a component risk level for each of the o«e or

more received user interface components, the component risk level indicating a

risk associated with executing a user interface component at a wireless device;

and

instructions to assign each of the one or more user interface components

a determined component risk level.

36. A computer program embedded within a computer readable medium,

comprising:



instructions to receive a user interface bundle, the user interface bundle

including data item indicating the security risk of unbundling the user interface

bundle at a wireless device.

37. An electronic device for processing a r interface component,

comprising:

means for receiving one or more user interface components to be

communicated to a wireless device;

means for determining a component risk level for each of the one or

more user interface components; and

means for assigning a determined component risk level to each of the one

or more user interface components.

38. Ait wireless device, comprising:

means for accessing a download server; and

means for receiving a user interface bundle from the download server,

the user interface bundle including a bundle risk level associated with loading

the user interface bundle oato the wireless device.
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